Next Step (Conclusion)
To Love God Unconditionally is to Love humanity unconditionally!
To love humanity unconditionally is Humanism, not Atheism,
and therein lies the common ground of all beliefs we ever believed.
LOVE IS THE ANSWER!
Depending on how this book is perceived and received as well as my own writing
ability development, I will attempt to write my story in more detail since my life
experience does seem to be a picture book example of psychology 101, in
action, but for the overuse and misuse of pharmaceutical drugs, supplements
and food. Add in insufficient financial resources spent on therapy that only well
trained human counsellors can give. No building can ever give me an
empathetic, understanding hug no matter how well designed the building is nor
can a hug ever feel totally sincere when I am handed a bill to pay, almost at the
same time. Having insurance cover all our ills is also not the answer.
And therein lies another quandary: “How do we make a living in our current
socio-political-economic system, without someone like me falling through its
cracks, not enough to kill me but also not enough to make me want to stay but for
duty to a life force we call love?”
The image on the next page will be the cover of the next book, once I have had a
good rest from writing, a process I definitely do not like bordering on pure hatred,
aggravates my BiPolar and is about the worst thing I can do in terms of repairing
my body from my career in computing and age gracefully at the same time. The
script of the text may change, depending on what software I choose to write the
fuller story. Please note too that the copyright will be changed to copy left when
there is an actual book to go with the cover.
First, however, I will take a break to get back to taking care of me and will then try
to write my fuller story so that it comes out in the first part of the 2020s assuming
we have not yet blown the earth into little bits and have begun to take care of our
planet and each other, better. In other words, INSHALAH, “God” willing, our
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common caveat. Humanity will evolve in spirit only when we learn to understand
and practice TRUE LOVE and FORGIVENESS to become a kinder, gentler, more
empathetic people as survivors, no longer victims nor abusers from our
combined past: a balancing act of holding on and then letting go. Easy? No!
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